Spring Term 1
These homework tasks are
designed to be fun, inspiring and
child directed. You must complete
1 task from the selection on the
sheet. There is even a blank space
if you want to add your own.

Science
Be Mr Bloom!
Can you make a fact file of some of the
different types of trees in your garden or
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Enjoy being creative! We are looking
forward to seeing your fantastic
work!
English

Maths

Be Joseph Jacob!

Magical mathematicians wanted!

Re-write Jack and the beanstalk. Can you

Can you record 5 different types of plants

give your story a different ending or change
the items that Jack takes?

when you go out to a park? Use a bar chart
to show how many of each plant you found.

local area? You can include how they might

Trip

Art

change in different seasons.

Terrific travellers.

Amazing artists needed!

DT

Go and visit a garden centre and find some

Design and draw/colour/paint your own

Alien designers needed!

fruit and vegetable plants that Miss

amazing plant, from an alien planet (A4). So

Hastewell can choose to plant in the

we can create an ‘Alien flower meadow ‘zone

vegetable patch at school. We can watch

in our classroom.

Make Miss Hastewell a scary Alien that will
grow grass hair on its body! Can you scare
her?

them grow, pick them and eat them!
Computing
Phonics

Your Task

Phoneme detectives.
Make a botanical trash/treasure game to
include 10 real plant names and 10 alien plant
names to sort. Like the dragon game we play
in class.

Peaceful pioneers.
Use a computer to create a botanical scene
(We will talk about what this means in class)
that creates a sense of peace and
tranquillity. To keep our reading area, calm
and peaceful.

